Central Oregon
“Conflagration Response Request”
Algorithm

OSFM AOC Request Conflagration Resources

Has it already been established that Central Oregon is unable to fill a request?

Yes

Inform OSFM “Unable to fill request”

No

Review Conflagration Response Considerations

Inform OSFM an attempt to fill request will be made. Ask the AOC what type of resources they are in need of.

Is a response still possible?

Yes

Contact Conflagration TFL and make aware of the request and determine the phone number resources reporting availability should call.

No

Inform OSFM “Unable to fill request”

Yes

FDB Duty Officer Contacts the respective other FDC’s to notify them and request availability.

FDB Duty Officer notifies DC 911. DC 911 will simulcast to Deschutes Agencies and make notification to Crook and Jefferson Counties to contact the predetermined number and advise if their agency is able to send resources.

Can Central Oregon support the request for conflagration resources and still maintain local Mutual Aid resource availability?

No

Inform OSFM “Unable to fill request”

Yes

FDB Duty Officer and TFL begin building TF based on responses from agencies that are able to send resources.

FDB Duty Officer will contact the State and inform them that Central Oregon will be able to respond.

FDB Duty Officer will then fill out and return the resource sheet to the state (This must be complete and approved prior to response).

Once approved, the TFL will then notify the TF as to status of response and meeting location.